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OpenText information management services

Get started with a single information management service, deliver early value and expand capabilities as needed within a single platform.

Whether you support market-leading products, work to improve efficiencies in a process, or anything in between, OpenText™ Developer Services takes your development to the next level. The OpenText platform provides a robust set of information management services for developers to meet any information management-related requirement.

Embed and customize code, engage with an active developer community and bring your vision to life with OpenText.
Capture

Start with capture
Get data into your app from more sources, including mobile devices, videos and images with capture services, such as OpenText™ Core Capture.

Deliver data quality
Automate enhancement, classification, extraction and routing of information from omnichannel sources to the places it is needed, eliminating human error in the process.

Disseminate insights
Automatically extract important information as it comes into the system and alert users. Route content while adhering to access controls, migrate assets to active and archival storage, extract key insights for downstream processing and much more with OpenText Developer APIs.
Content management

Start with content management
Organize required data without sacrificing performance or security. Leverage OpenText’s content services, such as Storage and Metadata Services.

Deliver scale
Store, manage and migrate data within your application and across repositories (including third parties) while maintaining efficiency and compliance.

Do more with content
Bring data to life across various user experiences. Enhance process and operations by delivering information as it is needed while maintaining security standards and much more with OpenText Developer APIs.
Signature

Start with signature
Embed electronic and digital signature capabilities into your app's workflow with ease by leveraging the OpenText Signature Service.

Deliver automation
Keep productivity flowing and avoid app-switching by digitizing and simplifying the cumbersome print-sign-scan step inherent in approval workflows.

Incorporate the full workflow
Go beyond electronic signatures with other OpenText Developer APIs. Bring data to life in your apps through intelligent automation, including omnichannel capture, secure storage, collaboration, analytics and more.
Workflow

Start with process
Empower your end users to automate manual steps and eliminate human error from information-intensive workflows with OpenText Workflow Service.

Deliver intelligence
Introduce low-code/no-code process automation features and tools to enable data-driven decisions and actions for customers and end users.

Specialize in your niche
Design and develop UIs on top of information management capabilities to offer specialized solutions for a given industry or customer segment.
Intelligent viewing

Start with viewing
Provide access to any content directly in your app. Source any file type from any repository without an original affecting versions with the OpenText Intelligent Viewing Service.

Deliver collaboration
Enable users to review and revise content on the fly inside, while maintaining audit trails and version controls.

Ensure compliance
Ensure strict data access and communications standards are maintained as part of content sharing, including role-based censorship/redaction, with data compliance tools available as part of OpenText Developer APIs.
Information risk analysis

Uncover hidden risks
Automate the detection and remediation of threats and risks for your customers by introducing risk analysis services, such as OpenText™ Magellan™ Risk Guard.

Deliver governance
Enable users to review, assess and act on information-based risks and threats, such as PII and SPI.

Leverage risk-free data
Provide information risk analysis capabilities as a discrete offering or as part of an integrated solution with other information management capabilities.

About OpenText
OpenText, The Information Company, enables organizations to gain insight through market leading information management solutions, on-premises or in the cloud. For more information about OpenText (NASDAQ: OTEX, TSX: OTEX) visit opentext.com.